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Preface

In the field of digital computers, there is an area somewhere between circuit
design and system formulation which is usually identified as switching
theory. Although this topic must be mastered by the digital computer
engineer, it does not answerall the questions concerning layout of an efficient
digital computing system, The remaining questions, which are less sus-
ceptible to formalization, may be grouped under the heading “Digital
System Theory.’*

Our approach is to fellow the basic framework of switching theory.
We hope, however, to motivate the student by presenting examples of the
many problems which appear repeatedly in the design of digital systems.
It is not our intent to provide the student with a detailed knowledge of
such specialized system topics as computer arithmetic. Instead, we attempt
to provide the framework through which the student might develop a
sound design philosophy applicabie to any digital design problem. Thus, we
do not feel that the use of the term “logical design” in thetitleis unjustified.

The usefulness of switching theory is not restricted to engineers actively
engaged in computer design, In fact, it is our contention that almost every
design engineer in the field of electronics will have some opportunity to
draw on this subject. Applications occur whenever information in communi-
cation, control, or instrumentation systems, for example, is handled in other
than analog form.

The above three paragraphs, which began the preface of the First Edition
of this book, seem to us to be even more accurate today than they were
six years ago. In these years, digital techniques have become virtuaily
standard in many areas once considered the exclusive preserve of analog
techniques. This “digitalization’’ of electrical engineering has become so
pervasive that it is a rare electrical engineer who will not have some contact
with digital design problems.

We undertook preparation of this second edition in order to strengthen
some of the pedagogical weak spots of the first edition as well as to include
new material made necessary by recent developments, particularly in the
area of integrated circuits. As an example ofthe iatter, we have rewritten
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 Chapter 3 Truth Functions

3.1 Intreduction

The power of many digital systems, particularly computers, is largely
dependent on the capability of their components to (1) make decisions and
(2) store information, including the results of decisions. We shall defer
consideration of the storage capability until Chapter 9 and first explore the
problem of physical implementation of logical decision processes.

Digital computers are not the only physical systems which utilize electronic
components to make logical decisions, although in digital computers this
practice has reached its highest degree of sophistication. In order to explore
the relation of electrical systems to logical decisions, let us consider a
relatively simple design problem.

A logic network is to be designed to implement the seat belt alarm which
is required on all new cars. A set of sensor switches is available to supply
the inpuis to the network, One switch will be turned on if the gear shift is
engaged (not in neutral). A switch is placed under each front seat and each
wilj turn on if someone sits in the corresponding seat. Finally, a switch is
altached te each front seat which will turn on if and only :f that seat belt is
fastened, An alarm buzzer is to sound when the ignition is turned on and the
gear shift is engagedprovided that either of ihefront seats is accupied and the
corresponding seat belt is not fastened.

These conditions are sufficiently simple that the reader could mostlikely
work outa circuit design by trial and error. We shall take another approach

23
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requiring a formal analysis of the statements in the previous paragraph. In
this way we shall lead up to formal procedures which can be applied to much
more complicated systems.

The statements in the design specification may be listed as follows:
The alarm will sound: A

The Ignition is on: I

The Gearshift is engaged: G

The Left front seat is occupied: LL

The Right front seat is occupied: R
The Left seat Belt is fastened: B,

The Right seat Belt is fastened: Bp
To each statement, we have assigned a statement variable, which will

represent the statement and which may take on a truth value, T or F,
according to whetherthe corresponding statementis true orfalse. In general,
we define a statement as any declarative sentence which maybeclassified as
true or false.

The mathematics of manipulating statement variables and assigning truth
values is known as ¢ruth-functional calculus. The application of truth-
functional calculus is not restricted to simple positive statements such as
those above. First, for any positive statement, there is a corresponding
negative statement. For example,

“The left seat belt is not fastened”: 8,

Since the statement By is true whenever By, is false and is false whenever
By, is true, 8, is called the negation of B,. (Other commonly used symbols
for the negation of a statement A are ~A and A’)
Consider next this statement:

“The left seat belt is not fastened

and the left front seat is occupied”: 8, AL

This is a truth-functional compound, a compound statement, the truth value
of which may be determined from the truth values of the componentstate-
ments. The exact relationship between the truth of the componentstatements
and the truth of the compound statements is determined by the connective
relating the components. In this case, the connective is AND, indicating
that the statement #, A L is true if and only if both the componentstate-
ments, 8B; AND Z,are true. Since AND is a common relationship between
statements, we shall assign it a standard symbol, A, so that a compound of
two statements, A and B, related by AND maybe represented by 4A B.
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A BAAB AVB A@B

FF F F F
FT F T T
TF F T T
TT #*T T F

FIGURE 3.1

i inati f truth values of the two com-ly four possible combinations 0: mm
veaentvvaernents fand B. We may, therefore, completely define ‘ ‘a
bylisting its truth values in a four-row table such as Fig. 3.1. A ta

i da truth table, —
this cole also defines A V B, which symbolizes a statement eeechose
if and onlyif either statement Ais true, StatenFienot owas oc amee.e of the word “or 1
statements are true. Common usagt r
ment with the definition of A v B. Consider the sentence

“Joe will be driving either a blue sedan or a green convertible.ivi ter

Clearly, it does not mean that Joe might be driving vooSren<r
age of “‘or’”is called the exclusive-or and is sym one YAive we

truth values of A @ B are also tabulated in Fig. 3.1. e contoe
known by contrastas inclusivecr Sinceams enefurs atte endard
commonin logical design pro lems 2ee teeco‘
© more simeemustbe‘iebned before truth-functionalalees

be applied to the seat belt problem. By A =B it is mean mete ne
always have the same truth value, i.e., A is true if and only 1
Teenhaetactresent the information contained in the verbal

wai cation rthe alarm system by a truth-functional equation. Rephrasing
Specific tions in terms of the simple statements, we see that the a arn
the send(A) if and onlyif the ignition is on (1) and the gearshift is engag ‘
1O. andthe left front seatis occupied (L) and the left seat beltis not fastene

A B AzB

FF T

FOOT F |T F F
T T TFIGURE 3.2) \__. |
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YW (8,), or the right front seat is occupied (R) and the right seat belt is not
fastened (B,). As a truth functional equation, aif this is simply written as

ABIA(IGA (EAB) ¥ (Ra Bp). B.D

The design process is certainly not complete, but we have seen that the
truth-functional caiculus enables us to put the specifications in a form that
is compact, unambiguous, and suitable for mathematical manipulation,
It should be noted that the designer must be able to express the specifications
in the form of statements related by clearly defined connectives. Not all
declarative sentences are subject to such expression. Consider the sentence

“The alarm sounded because the right seat belt was not fastened.”

This is not a truth-functional compound, since the truth of the statement
cannot be determined solely from the truth of the component statements.
For example, even if both components are true, the compound statement
may not be true, since the right seat may have been unoccupied, in which
case the jatter half of the statement is true, but the alarm was set off by the
driver not fastening his seat belt. Such sentences cannet be handled by
truth-fanctional calculus. In the next four sections, it will become clear that

the basic usefulnessofelectrical circuits in making logical decisionsis limited
to situations in which fruth-functional calculus is applicable. Thus, the
designer must avoid formulating a design statement in such a way that it
does not constitute a truth-functional compound,

3.2) Binary Connectives

The connectives defined by the truth tables of Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 are binary,
since they relate only two component statements. Each binary connective
corresponds to a unique assignment of iruth values to the four rows of the
truth table, corresponding to the four possible combinations of truth values
of two component statements. There are 24-= 16 ways of arranging T's
and F’s on four rows, so there are sixteen possible binary connectives, as
tabulated in Fig, 3.3. Each connective is numbered, and symbols are indicated
for those already defined and for others of pazticular interest.

Note particularly connective 13, which may be written
A>SE

and which represents the compound sentence:

“Tf A is true, then 2B is true.”
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FIGURE 3.3

This is similar to the if and only if statement discussed previews except
that B is not necessarily false if 4 is false. For example, consider ine 5
ment

Q@>xX> hr w>d (3.2)

if ¥ = .5, for example, the statement Y > 0 is true; but the Ee
2 X > 1 is false. There is no contradiction to statement 3.2, and i
true as defined in Fig. 3.3.

The truth values for the ifthen statement may seem panalure saa
but this concept is necessary in many mathematical arguments. ina
tion between > and = is very important. One is required to prove

ADB and Boa

in order to assert that ped @3)

We shall leave it a3 a problem for the reader to prove that {A> BVA(B> A)
means the same as B= 4. Thatis,

(B= 4) = [4 > BAB? AD (3.4)

Since the logic designeris often concerned with ponverse natural vaneiifications 5 i tical form, he should keep in m1 ’specifications inta precise mathema
a conventional usage, if-ihen may be thoughitessly used when iM andont if
is intended. For example, a carelessly written specification might say:

“If the switch is closed, then the circuit output will be 5 volts,
although whatis almost certainly meantis:

“The circuit output will be 5 volts if and onlyif the switch is closed.
The designer thus has a dual responsibility—to be precise in his owno

writing of specifications and to be careful in interpreting specifications written
by others.
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